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Have you written a 
literature review 

before?
What was your experience?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CESGDxM9eOY


General Outline
● Problem statement  

○ Establish the importance of the topic
○ Number and type of people affected
○ Seriousness of the impact
○ Physical, psychological, economic, social consequences of the problem

● Introduction
○ Definitions of key terms
○ Important arguments you will make
○ Overview of the organization of the rest of the review

● Body of the review
○ Topic/Theme 1

■ Supporting evidence
○ Topic/Theme 2

■ Supporting evidence
○ Topic/Theme  3

■ Supporting evidence
● Conclusion

○ Implications
○ Specific suggestions for future research
○ How your research topic adds to the literature 

 

 



Organizing your Research



Sample Matrix



Synthesizing Literature 
Summary Table Topical Outline 



Points to Keep in Mind

● Content- clear main idea and thesis 

● Organization- structured and easy to follow 

● Flow- logical transitions  

● Development-  supporting data 

● Form- APA, grammar and terminology 



Writing an Argument

1. Claim: the thesis statement—what you are trying to prove
2. Grounds: theoretical or empirical evidence that supports your claim
3. Warrant: your reasoning (rule or principle) connecting the claim and its grounds
4. Backing: further facts used to support or legitimize the warrant
5. Qualifier: acknowledging that the argument may not be true for all cases
6. Rebuttal: considering both sides 

 

 



Breakout Groups

Problem Statement Activity

● Providing proper sexual health education in NYC schools 

reduce risks of contracting STIs and unwanted pregnancy. 
○ Claim?

○ Grounds?

○ Warrant?

○ Backing?

○ Qualifier? 

○ Rebuttal?



Our Example

1. Claim: Providing proper sexual health education in NYC schools reduce risk 
of contracting STIs/STDs and unwanted pregnancy

2. Grounds: Comparing abstinence-only curriculum and comprehensive 
curriculum data 

3. Warrant: Providing students with the tools for safe-sex in order to reduce 
the aforementioned risks

4. Backing: Knowledge of risks and stigma, shame-free preventative measures 
that are inclusive to all identities  

5. Qualifier: Religious beliefs; despite receiving comprehesive education, some 
students  will still engage in unprotected sex resulting in cases of STIs and 
unwanted pregnancies 

6. Rebuttal: Not having comprehensive sex education does more damage than 
the small percentage of students who have conflicting beliefs and/or choose 
not to follow the comprehensive recommendations


